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Kingdom come deliverance guide walkthrough

Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Get Ready to Fight! This comprehensive guide to Kingdom Come Deliverance includes valuable tips, tricks and a detailed guide to medieval RPG. Includes starter tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies and achievements, task description
and maps. Find out how to survive in Kingdom Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you in this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into several comprehensive chapters, and the first contains various tips. What should I keep in mind before starting a new game?
Select the normal difficulty level. We don't recommend hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance game. This difficulty level makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and saving your progress much harder. This mode is for those who have already completed the game and
want an additional challenge for their second game. Cannot be saved without any restrictions. Forget saving whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior Schnapps – these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can they be mass-produced. This means that you need to change
the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each long adventure - these places will save the game automatically. Automatic saves are also created during some parts of the tasks. You can't win a fight by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where
and when to attack, block, dodge and go on the counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in the first few hours of the game. In Rattay, the place you reach during the main storyline, you can practice melee combat and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can complete the
game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid fighting at the beginning of the game is the fact that you can defeat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives alternative solutions - you can, for example, be cunning during the
conversation, avoid enemies, let allies deal with bandits or escape. The last variant is especially useful when you come across a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you need to pay attention to a few additional factors that affect your character's health and overall
well-being. Lost health points do not replenish in time, which means that you need to drink potions, eat food or rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue bar. Henry may also feel hungry - always have something to eat in his inventory. You can also visit the locations where the food is located (you
can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and lockpicking are a challenge here. Both have a mini-game. At the beginning of the you experience problems with your Them. Don't worry, the problems are due to Henry's inability to experience it. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, Henry gains proficiency by repeating
the same actions repeatedly. Each completed mini-game increases your hero's skills, which means he can become much better later. You get a horse after completing the first few tasks. At first, you can't assign any of your character's horses. Don't try to steal them because you may have a lot of
problems. Focus on completing your main tasks. One of the rewards for the Prey quest is your own horse. From now on, you can ride a horse without any restrictions. For more guidance, see Start tips. How do I expand my hero's main stats? In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you develop your skills by
performing related activities. Some skills can also be leveled in an alternative way, for example by visiting trainers and paying (a lot) for their training. Strength - Take part in battles and practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use a bow, perform dodges. Vitality - Sprint and climb. Speech - Speak with npc. Defence
- Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in battles. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe - Use these weapons. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies with your fists. Alchemy - Brew potions. Reading - Read books (after learning this skill from learn from a writer in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from npc pocket. Horse riding - Riding
a horse. Maintenance - Repair your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and potions. Stealth - Sneak into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Herbalism - Collect herbs. For more information about each skill, see Character Progress. The most common
problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by installing the latest graphics drivers. Also, be sure to check if your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you need to do, no matter which platform you have, is to update the game
to the latest version. I can't complete a task. Some tasks have errors that can cause problems and even prevent them from completing. One of these tasks is called Bird in Hand. During this side quest, you may have an error that causes your frames to disappear. Most tasks were fixed in Update 1.6 and
previous fixes. However, if you still encounter the error, try loading the previous entry again and starting the task again. Some of our walkthrms contain information about possible errors. My character is overloaded. Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a fairly restrictive weight limit. Overloading the hero is not
recommended - you may have problems with fighting and even exploring the world. Don't receive everyone items, sell any useless item, better equipment that will be used to currently used should be placed in the chest. You can also increase your weight limit by developing the strength and unlocking of
Mule perks. I try to smuggle, but enemies can still detect me. The stealth mechanics of Kingdom Come are quite complex. Remove any heavy pieces of armor that can generate sound before you start sneaking. Also, do not forget to crouch. All attempts to hide should be made during the night - most
NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see the save option in the pause menu, it means you're outside of Saviour Schnapps. Manual saving is only possible after drinking this potion. Each saving costs one elixir. Do not overdo it with manual saving - it would require buying,
finding or infusing (using Alchemy) the savior's new Schnapps. Drink them only at important moments, for example, just before a difficult battle. I don't have lockpicks. Lockpicks, like Saviour Schnapps, are highly available items. You need them to open the locks. They are easy to break, which means you
can lose them forever if you are not careful. New locations can be found in the world or can be purchased from millers (black marketers) or a few selected traders (e.g. I don't have gold. Some of the methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting
method, but requires that your character have a herbalist at a high level. Thanks to this, you will be able to collect much more herbs with a single click. Besides, you should also remember to sell useless items from your inventory. However, traders are only interested in certain commodities and have a
limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. This item is needed, for example, to excavate graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during e.g. However, finding it is very simple - one of the shovels is based on a cart, which can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting
point for this task). I don't have good weapons or armor. Know that basic weapons and armor can be obtained during the first few main tasks. However, you can also choose to search for them yourself. One chance to find good equipment is on your first visit to Talmberg, which happens after you escape

from Skalitz. You can get inside the armory and steal the most valuable items stored there. This requires the use of lockpicks, however, all locks in the game have a low level of locks. I don't want to read books. This is not a mistake. Henry can't read at the beginning of Kingdom Come. You need to start a
Mightier Than the Sword side quest - visit the schism that lives in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading I failed the mission. All tasks in the Come are nonlinear. Some side quests may fail. You can lead
to this result, for example, by not helping an NPC on a certain date, leading to someone's death or by being caught on a red hand. Try to come to terms with this failure or reload the previous record if the game does not allow you to resume the task. I can't beat Runt. The first meeting with Runt takes
place when you return to the ruined Skalitz (this is done during the first few tasks). Your second encounter with Runt takes place in Pribyslavitz during the main Task Baptism of Fire. This is where you have to beat it. Runt is the only enemy that must be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, high-quality
melee weapons, and an optional bow before starting this quest. During a duel, you should look for chances to block his attacks and use your own combos or shoot him with a bow. A runt can die immediately if shot in the head. More detailed solutions to the problems listed above and other topics can be
found in the FAQ section. Start Guidance Each case focuses on providing a variety of output guidance. Thanks to them, you should be able to learn all the basic rules of the game and survive the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character progress, traveling the
game world, meeting with NPCs, managing equipment, or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been put into the FAQ section. There you can learn how to get rich quickly, how to find good weapons and armor with ease, which skills you need to unlock first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when
your character is caught in hot deed or how to effectively sneak into enemy camps. Trophy GuideA chapter dedicated to achievements is another important part. There you will find a complete list of Steam trophies and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide
consists of an atlas of the world, which contains high-resolution maps of the whole world with the most important locations marked on them. RomancesYes, you can romance in Kingdom Come Deliverance. Check out our romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (quest At Your Service My
Lady) and Theresa (Courtship quest). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPCs, sellers, merchants, skill trainers and treasure maps:Treat Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will receive a reward! All Treasure
Maps in Kingdom Come - our map with markings of all treasures, chests and loot in Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes: dogwood hunting bow, fashionable slippers, hunting cap, luck in the bone, nighthawk recipe, The Joy of Gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: chalices Groschen)Treasure XI (prizes:
dogwood of the country arch)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash longbow, basic riding skills IV, noble , , Aqua Vitalis)Treasure XVII (awards: Dogwood Bow, Embellished Equestrian Shoes, Necklace, Skill Book: Lockpicking)Treasure XVI (Awards: Hunting Bow with Ash and Hunting Sword)The Guide to Kingdom
Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed guide. There you can find solutions for both the main tasks (divided into acts) and side quests, which you can unlock by talking to the NPC. Their descriptions contain information that can help you run them, what are your possible rewards for completing a given
task, and how to complete them. Many in-game quests are not linear, which is also listed in their descriptions. You can also check the future consequences of your actions. Main QuestsKingdom Come Inthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out our solution: Side QuestsRattay Quests
(Good Thief, Pocketing, Watering, Cook, Bird in Hand, Next to Piety, Hard Love)Uzhitz's Quests (More Powerful Than a Sword, Game with the Devil, the horse that screwed)Talmberg (House of God) Neuhof (Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost in Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds,
New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel in Distress)Rovna (Man of Fabric)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers several smaller side quests called actions. Here you can find a guide for several activities in many cities: Rattay Activity (This As Thieves Woyzeck, Thick As
Thieves Peshek, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Ruins, Beggars Feast and Rob Rich, Give the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn on glade (Woman Despised, Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Heavy as Simon Thieves, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of Shebas Sword)The most important keys for
Kingdom Come on PCBelow can be found our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (PC version). For a complete list of controls, see Controls. Move Look around Interact / Pick up an item / Start a conversation / Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch /
Sneak Primary attack Secondary attack Kick or other special attack Block / Parry Take out a melee weapon Take out a bow Inventory Character menu Quests journal Map Skip time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in Medieval Europe. Developers place great emphasis on realism. This
is reflected in the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and numerous difficulties in keeping the hero alive. Your character can not heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the combat system, where you can use different types of weapons
for melee and ranged combat. Jacek Stranger Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes for this Page 2 Download pdf game guide, ePUB &amp; &amp; Free iOS app
Get ready to fight! This comprehensive guide to Kingdom Come Deliverance includes valuable tips, tricks and a detailed guide to medieval RPG. Includes starter tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies and achievements, task description and maps. Find out how to survive in Kingdom Come! This
unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you in this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into several comprehensive chapters, and the first contains various tips. What should I keep in mind before starting a new game? Select the normal difficulty level. We don't recommend
hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance game. This difficulty level makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and saving your progress much harder. This mode is for those who have already completed the game and want an additional challenge for their second game.
Cannot be saved without any restrictions. Forget saving whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior Schnapps – these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can they be mass-produced. This means that you need to change the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each long
adventure - these places will save the game automatically. Automatic saves are also created during some parts of the tasks. You can't win a fight by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go on the
counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in the first few hours of the game. In Rattay, the place you reach during the main storyline, you can practice melee combat and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can complete the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another
thing that can convince you to avoid fighting at the beginning of the game is the fact that you can defeat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives alternative solutions - you can, for example, be cunning during the conversation, avoid enemies, let allies deal with bandits or
escape. The last variant is especially useful when you come across a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you need to pay attention to a few additional factors that affect your character's health and overall well-being. Lost health points do not replenish in time, which
means that you need to drink potions, eat food or rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue bar. Henry may also feel hungry - always have something to eat in his inventory. You can also visit the locations where the food is located (you can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and lockpicking are a
challenge here. Both have a mini-game. At first, you may have trouble completing them. worry, problems problems henry's inability to experience. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, Henry gains proficiency by repeating the same actions repeatedly. Each completed mini-game increases your hero's skills,
which means he can become much better later. You get a horse after completing the first few tasks. At first, you can't assign any of your character's horses. Don't try to steal them because you may have a lot of problems. Focus on completing your main tasks. One of the rewards for the Prey quest is your
own horse. From now on, you can ride a horse without any restrictions. For more guidance, see Start tips. How do I expand my hero's main stats? In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you develop your skills by performing related activities. Some skills can also be leveled in an alternative way, for example by
visiting trainers and paying (a lot) for their training. Strength - Take part in battles and practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use a bow, perform dodges. Vitality - Sprint and climb. Speech - Speak with npc. Defence - Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in battles. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe - Use these weapons.
Unarmed - Defeat your enemies with your fists. Alchemy - Brew potions. Reading - Read books (after learning this skill from learn from a writer in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from npc pocket. Horse riding - Riding a horse. Maintenance - Repair your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking Drink alcohol and potions. Stealth - Sneak into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Herbalism - Collect herbs. For more information about each skill, see Character Progress. The most common problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by
installing the latest graphics drivers. Also, be sure to check if your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you need to do, no matter which platform you have, is to update the game to the latest version. I can't complete a task. Some tasks have errors that can cause
problems and even prevent them from completing. One of these tasks is called Bird in Hand. During this side quest, you may have an error that causes your frames to disappear. Most tasks were fixed in Update 1.6 and previous fixes. However, if you still encounter the error, try loading the previous entry
again and starting the task again. Some of our walkthrms contain information about possible errors. My character is overloaded. Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a fairly restrictive weight limit. Overloading the hero is not recommended - you may have problems with fighting and even exploring the world.
Don't get everyone to come across every item, any useless item, better pieces of equipment that are not currently in use should be placed Chest. You can also increase your weight limit by developing the strength and unlocking of Mule perks. I try to smuggle, but enemies can still detect me. The stealth
mechanics of Kingdom Come are quite complex. Remove any heavy pieces of armor that can generate sound before you start sneaking. Also, do not forget to crouch. All attempts to hide should be made during the night - most NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see
the save option in the pause menu, it means you're outside of Saviour Schnapps. Manual saving is only possible after drinking this potion. Each saving costs one elixir. Do not overdo it with manual saving - it would require buying, finding or infusing (using Alchemy) the savior's new Schnapps. Drink them
only at important moments, for example, just before a difficult battle. I don't have lockpicks. Lockpicks, like Saviour Schnapps, are highly available items. You need them to open the locks. They are easy to break, which means you can lose them forever if you are not careful. New locations can be found in
the world or can be purchased from millers (black marketers) or a few selected traders (e.g. I don't have gold. Some of the methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but requires that your character have a herbalist at a high level.
Thanks to this, you will be able to collect much more herbs with a single click. Besides, you should also remember to sell useless items from your inventory. However, traders are only interested in certain commodities and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. This item is needed, for
example, to excavate graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during e.g. However, finding it is very simple - one of the shovels is based on a cart, which can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting point for this task). I don't have good weapons or armor. Know that
basic weapons and armor can be obtained during the first few main tasks. However, you can also choose to search for them yourself. One chance to find good equipment is on your first visit to Talmberg, which happens after you escape from Skalitz. You can get inside the armory and steal the most
valuable items stored there. This requires the use of lockpicks, however, all locks in the game have a low level of locks. I don't want to read books. This is not a mistake. Henry can't read at the beginning of Kingdom Come. You need to start a Mightier Than the Sword side quest - visit the schism that lives
in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading books. I failed the mission. All kingdom come are nonlinear. Some of them side tasks may fail. You can lead to this result, for example, by not helping an NPC on
a certain date, leading to someone's death or by being caught on a red hand. Try to come to terms with this failure or reload the previous record if the game does not allow you to resume the task. I can't beat Runt. The first meeting with Runt takes place when you return to the ruined Skalitz (this is done
during the first few tasks). Your second encounter with Runt takes place in Pribyslavitz during the main Task Baptism of Fire. This is where you have to beat it. Runt is the only enemy that must be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, high-quality melee weapons, and an optional bow before starting this
quest. During a duel, you should look for chances to block his attacks and use your own combos or shoot him with a bow. A runt can die immediately if shot in the head. More detailed solutions to the problems listed above and other topics can be found in the FAQ section. Start Guidance Each case
focuses on providing a variety of output guidance. Thanks to them, you should be able to learn all the basic rules of the game and survive the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character progress, traveling the game world, meeting with NPCs, managing
equipment, or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been put into the FAQ section. There you can learn how to get rich quickly, how to find good weapons and armor with ease, which skills you need to unlock first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when your character is caught in hot deed or how
to effectively sneak into enemy camps. Trophy GuideA chapter dedicated to achievements is another important part. There you will find a complete list of Steam trophies and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide consists of an atlas of the world, which contains
high-resolution maps of the whole world with the most important locations marked on them. RomancesYes, you can romance in Kingdom Come Deliverance. Check out our romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (quest At Your Service My Lady) and Theresa (Courtship quest). Kingdom
Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPCs, sellers, merchants, skill trainers and treasure maps:Treat Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will receive a reward! All Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come - our map with markings of
all treasures, chests and loot in Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes: dogwood hunting bow, fashionable slippers, hunting cap, luck in the bone, nighthawk recipe, The Joy of Gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: chalices and groschen)Treasure XI dogwood of the country arch)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash
longbow, basic riding skills IV, noble, aqua vitalis recipe)Treasure XVII XVII Dogwood Bow, Embellished Equestrian Shoes, Necklace, Skill Book: Lockpicking)Treasure XVI (Awards: Ash Hunting Bow and Hunting Sword)The Guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed guide. There you
can find solutions for both the main tasks (divided into acts) and side quests, which you can unlock by talking to the NPC. Their descriptions contain information that can help you run them, what are your possible rewards for completing a given task, and how to complete them. Many in-game quests are
not linear, which is also listed in their descriptions. You can also check the future consequences of your actions. Main QuestsKingdom Come Inthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out our solution: Side QuestsRattay Quests (Good Thief, Pocketing, Watering, Cook, Bird in Hand, Next to
Piety, Hard Love)Uzhitz's Quests (More Powerful Than a Sword, Game with the Devil, the horse that screwed)Talmberg (House of God) Neuhof (Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost in Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel in
Distress)Rovna (Man of Fabric)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers several smaller side quests called actions. Here you can find a guide for several activities in many cities: Rattay Activity (This As Thieves Woyzeck, Thick As Thieves Peshek, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Ruins,
Beggars Feast and Rob Rich, Give the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn on glade (Woman Despised, Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Heavy as Simon Thieves, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of Shebas Sword)The most important keys for Kingdom Come on PCBelow can be found our list
of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (PC version). For a complete list of controls, see Controls. Move Look around Interact / Pick up an item / Start a conversation / Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary attack Secondary attack Kick or other
special attack Block / Parry Take out a melee weapon Take out a bow Inventory Character menu Quests journal Map Skip time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in Medieval Europe. Developers place great emphasis on realism. This is reflected in the complete absence of fantasy
elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and numerous difficulties in keeping the hero alive. Your character can not heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the combat system, where you can use different types of weapons for melee and ranged combat. Jacek Stranger
Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes to this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; Free iOS app Get ready for This comprehensive guide to
Kingdom Come Deliverance includes valuable tips, tricks and a detailed guide to medieval RPG. Includes starter tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies and achievements, task description and maps. Find out how to survive in Kingdom Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help
you in this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into several comprehensive chapters, and the first contains various tips. What should I keep in mind before starting a new game? Select the normal difficulty level. We don't recommend hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance
game. This difficulty level makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and saving your progress much harder. This mode is for those who have already completed the game and want an additional challenge for their second game. Cannot be saved without any restrictions. Forget saving
whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior Schnapps – these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can they be mass-produced. This means that you need to change the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each long adventure - these places will save the game
automatically. Automatic saves are also created during some parts of the tasks. You can't win a fight by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go on the counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in
the first few hours of the game. In Rattay, the place you reach during the main storyline, you can practice melee combat and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can complete the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid fighting at the
beginning of the game is the fact that you can defeat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives alternative solutions - you can, for example, be cunning during the conversation, avoid enemies, let allies deal with bandits or escape. The last variant is especially useful when
you come across a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you need to pay attention to a few additional factors that affect your character's health and overall well-being. Lost health points do not replenish in time, which means that you need to drink potions, eat food or
rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue bar. Henry may also feel hungry - always have something to eat in his inventory. You can also visit the locations where the food is located (you can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and lockpicking are a challenge here. Both have a mini-game. At first, you
may have trouble completing them. Don't worry, the problems are caused by a lack of Kingdom Come: Deliverance Henry gains proficiency by repeating the same actions repeatedly. Each completed mini-game increases your hero's skills, which means he can become much better later. You get a horse
after completing the first few tasks. At first, you can't assign any of your character's horses. Don't try to steal them because you may have a lot of problems. Focus on completing your main tasks. One of the rewards for the Prey quest is your own horse. From now on, you can ride a horse without any
restrictions. For more guidance, see Start tips. How do I expand my hero's main stats? In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you develop your skills by performing related activities. Some skills can also be leveled in an alternative way, for example by visiting trainers and paying (a lot) for their training. Strength
- Take part in battles and practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use a bow, perform dodges. Vitality - Sprint and climb. Speech - Speak with npc. Defence - Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in battles. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe - Use these weapons. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies with your fists. Alchemy - Brew
potions. Reading - Read books (after learning this skill from learn from a writer in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from npc pocket. Horse riding - Riding a horse. Maintenance - Repair your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and potions. Stealth - Sneak into restricted areas.
Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Herbalism - Collect herbs. For more information about each skill, see Character Progress. The most common problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by installing the latest graphics drivers. Also, be sure to check if
your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you need to do, no matter which platform you have, is to update the game to the latest version. I can't complete a task. Some tasks have errors that can cause problems and even prevent them from completing. One of these
tasks is called Bird in Hand. During this side quest, you may have an error that causes your frames to disappear. Most tasks were fixed in Update 1.6 and previous fixes. However, if you still encounter the error, try loading the previous entry again and starting the task again. Some of our walkthrms contain
information about possible errors. My character is overloaded. Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a fairly restrictive weight limit. Overloading the hero is not recommended - you may have problems with fighting and even exploring the world. Don't pick up every item you come across, sell every useless item,
better equipment that is not currently in use should be placed in your chest. You can also increase the mass by developing strength and unlocking the perks of Yud. I try to smuggle, but enemies can still detect me. The stealth mechanics of Kingdom Come are quite complex. Remove any heavy pieces of
armor that can generate sound before you start sneaking. Also, do not forget to crouch. All attempts to hide should be made during the night - most NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see the save option in the pause menu, it means you're outside of Saviour Schnapps.
Manual saving is only possible after drinking this potion. Each saving costs one elixir. Do not overdo it with manual saving - it would require buying, finding or infusing (using Alchemy) the savior's new Schnapps. Drink them only at important moments, for example, just before a difficult battle. I don't have
lockpicks. Lockpicks, like Saviour Schnapps, are highly available items. You need them to open the locks. They are easy to break, which means you can lose them forever if you are not careful. New locations can be found in the world or can be purchased from millers (black marketers) or a few selected
traders (e.g. I don't have gold. Some of the methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but requires that your character have a herbalist at a high level. Thanks to this, you will be able to collect much more herbs with a single click.
Besides, you should also remember to sell useless items from your inventory. However, traders are only interested in certain commodities and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. This item is needed, for example, to excavate graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic
during e.g. However, finding it is very simple - one of the shovels is based on a cart, which can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting point for this task). I don't have good weapons or armor. Know that basic weapons and armor can be obtained during the first few main tasks. However,
you can also choose to search for them yourself. One chance to find good equipment is on your first visit to Talmberg, which happens after you escape from Skalitz. You can get inside the armory and steal the most valuable items stored there. This requires the use of lockpicks, however, all locks in the
game have a low level of locks. I don't want to read books. This is not a mistake. Henry can't read at the beginning of Kingdom Come. You need to start a Mightier Than the Sword side quest - visit the schism that lives in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the
basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading books. I failed the mission. All quests in Kingdom Come are nonlinear. side quests may fail. Failure. it can lead to such a result, for example, not helping the NPC within a certain time frame, leading to someone's death or by being caught on a red
hand. Try to come to terms with this failure or reload the previous record if the game does not allow you to resume the task. I can't beat Runt. The first meeting with Runt takes place when you return to the ruined Skalitz (this is done during the first few tasks). Your second encounter with Runt takes place
in Pribyslavitz during the main Task Baptism of Fire. This is where you have to beat it. Runt is the only enemy that must be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, high-quality melee weapons, and an optional bow before starting this quest. During a duel, you should look for chances to block his attacks and
use your own combos or shoot him with a bow. A runt can die immediately if shot in the head. More detailed solutions to the problems listed above and other topics can be found in the FAQ section. Start Guidance Each case focuses on providing a variety of output guidance. Thanks to them, you should
be able to learn all the basic rules of the game and survive the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character progress, traveling the game world, meeting with NPCs, managing equipment, or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been put into the FAQ section.
There you can learn how to get rich quickly, how to find good weapons and armor with ease, which skills you need to unlock first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when your character is caught in hot deed or how to effectively sneak into enemy camps. Trophy GuideA chapter dedicated to
achievements is another important part. There you will find a complete list of Steam trophies and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide consists of an atlas of the world, which contains high-resolution maps of the whole world with the most important locations
marked on them. RomancesYes, you can romance in Kingdom Come Deliverance. Check out our romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (quest At Your Service My Lady) and Theresa (Courtship quest). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPCs, sellers,
merchants, skill trainers and treasure maps:Treat Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will receive a reward! All Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come - our map with markings of all treasures, chests and loot in Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes:
dogwood hunting bow, fashionable slippers, hunting cap, luck in the bone, nighthawk recipe, The Joy of Gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: chalices and groschen)Treasure XI (prizes: dogwood of a country arch)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash basic riding skills IV, noble, aqua vitalis recipe)Treasure XVII (prizes:
Dogwood Bow, Decorated horse riding Necklace, Skill Book: Lockpicking)Treasure XVI (Prizes: Hunting Bow with Ashes and Hunting Sword)The Guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed guide. There you can find solutions for both the main tasks (divided into acts) and side quests,
which you can unlock by talking to the NPC. Their descriptions contain information that can help you run them, what are your possible rewards for completing a given task, and how to complete them. Many in-game quests are not linear, which is also listed in their descriptions. You can also check the
future consequences of your actions. Main QuestsKingdom Come Inthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out our solution: Side QuestsRattay Quests (Good Thief, Pocketing, Watering, Cook, Bird in Hand, Next to Piety, Hard Love)Uzhitz's Quests (More Powerful Than a Sword, Game with
the Devil, the horse that screwed)Talmberg (House of God) Neuhof (Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost in Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel in Distress)Rovna (Man of Fabric)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers
several smaller side quests called actions. Here you can find a guide for several activities in many cities: Rattay Activity (This As Thieves Woyzeck, Thick As Thieves Peshek, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Ruins, Beggars Feast and Rob Rich, Give the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn on glade (Woman Despised,
Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Heavy as Simon Thieves, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of Shebas Sword)The most important keys for Kingdom Come on PCBelow can be found our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (PC version). For
a complete list of controls, see Controls. Move Look around Interact / Pick up an item / Start a conversation / Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary attack Secondary attack Kick or other special attack Block / Parry Take out a melee weapon Take out a bow Inventory Character menu
Quests journal Map Skip time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in Medieval Europe. Developers place great emphasis on realism. This is reflected in the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and numerous difficulties in keeping the hero alive. Your character can
not heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the combat system, where you can use different types of weapons for melee and ranged combat. Jacek Stranger Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas
gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes to this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free get ready for battle on iOS! This comprehensive game guide Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tricks and a detailed guide to
medieval RPG. Includes starter tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies and achievements, task description and maps. Find out how to survive in Kingdom Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you in this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into several
comprehensive chapters, and the first contains various tips. What should I keep in mind before starting a new game? Select the normal difficulty level. We don't recommend hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance game. This difficulty level makes exploring, fighting, keeping your
character alive and saving your progress much harder. This mode is for those who have already completed the game and want an additional challenge for their second game. Cannot be saved without any restrictions. Forget saving whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior
Schnapps – these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can they be mass-produced. This means that you need to change the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each long adventure - these places will save the game automatically. Automatic saves are also created during some parts of the tasks.
You can't win a fight by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go on the counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in the first few hours of the game. In Rattay, the place you reach during the main
storyline, you can practice melee combat and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can complete the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid fighting at the beginning of the game is the fact that you can defeat almost the entire campaign
without killing anyone. The game always gives alternative solutions - you can, for example, be cunning during the conversation, avoid enemies, let allies deal with bandits or escape. The last variant is especially useful when you come across a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come:
Deliverance, you need to pay attention to a few additional factors that affect your character's health and overall well-being. Lost health points do not replenish in time, which means that you need to drink potions, eat food or rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue bar. Henry may also feel hungry always have something to eat in his inventory. You can also visit the locations where the food is located (you can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and lockpicking are a challenge here. Both have a mini-game. At first, you may have trouble completing them. Don't worry, the problems are due to Henry's
inability to experience it. In Come: Liberation Liberation proficiency by repeating the same actions repeatedly. Each completed mini-game increases your hero's skills, which means he can become much better later. You get a horse after completing the first few tasks. At first, you can't assign any of your
character's horses. Don't try to steal them because you may have a lot of problems. Focus on completing your main tasks. One of the rewards for the Prey quest is your own horse. From now on, you can ride a horse without any restrictions. For more guidance, see Start tips. How do I expand my hero's
main stats? In Kingdom Come: Deliverance, you develop your skills by performing related activities. Some skills can also be leveled in an alternative way, for example by visiting trainers and paying (a lot) for their training. Strength - Take part in battles and practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use a bow,
perform dodges. Vitality - Sprint and climb. Speech - Speak with npc. Defence - Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in battles. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe - Use these weapons. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies with your fists. Alchemy - Brew potions. Reading - Read books (after learning this skill from learn from
a writer in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from npc pocket. Horse riding - Riding a horse. Maintenance - Repair your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and potions. Stealth - Sneak into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Herbalism - Collect herbs. For
more information about each skill, see Character Progress. The most common problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by installing the latest graphics drivers. Also, be sure to check if your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another
thing you need to do, no matter which platform you have, is to update the game to the latest version. I can't complete a task. Some tasks have errors that can cause problems and even prevent them from completing. One of these tasks is called Bird in Hand. During this side quest, you may have an error
that causes your frames to disappear. Most tasks were fixed in Update 1.6 and previous fixes. However, if you still encounter the error, try loading the previous entry again and starting the task again. Some of our walkthrms contain information about possible errors. My character is overloaded. Kingdom
Come: Deliverance has a fairly restrictive weight limit. Overloading the hero is not recommended - you may have problems with fighting and even exploring the world. Don't pick up every item you come across, sell every useless item, better equipment that doesn't currently used, should be placed in your
chest. You can also increase your weight limit by developing and unlock mule perks. I try to smuggle, but enemies can still detect me. The stealth mechanics of Kingdom Come are quite complex. Remove any heavy pieces of armor that can generate sound before you start sneaking. Also, do not forget to
crouch. All attempts to hide should be made during the night - most NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see the save option in the pause menu, it means you're outside of Saviour Schnapps. Manual saving is only possible after drinking this potion. Each saving costs one
elixir. Do not overdo it with manual saving - it would require buying, finding or infusing (using Alchemy) the savior's new Schnapps. Drink them only at important moments, for example, just before a difficult battle. I don't have lockpicks. Lockpicks, like Saviour Schnapps, are highly available items. You need
them to open the locks. They are easy to break, which means you can lose them forever if you are not careful. New locations can be found in the world or can be purchased from millers (black marketers) or a few selected traders (e.g. I don't have gold. Some of the methods that allow you to get a lot of
gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but requires that your character have a herbalist at a high level. Thanks to this, you will be able to collect much more herbs with a single click. Besides, you should also remember to sell useless items from your inventory.
However, traders are only interested in certain commodities and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. This item is needed, for example, to excavate graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during e.g. However, finding it is very simple - one of the shovels is based on a
cart, which can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting point for this task). I don't have good weapons or armor. Know that basic weapons and armor can be obtained during the first few main tasks. However, you can also choose to search for them yourself. One chance to find good
equipment is on your first visit to Talmberg, which happens after you escape from Skalitz. You can get inside the armory and steal the most valuable items stored there. This requires the use of lockpicks, however, all locks in the game have a low level of locks. I don't want to read books. This is not a
mistake. Henry can't read at the beginning of Kingdom Come. You need to start a Mightier Than the Sword side quest - visit the schism that lives in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading books. I failed
the mission. All quests in Kingdom Come are nonlinear. Some side tasks may failure. This result can be carried out e.g. npc help within a certain period of time, which leads to someone's death or by being caught on a red hand. Try to come to terms with this failure or reload the previous record if the game
does not allow you to resume the task. I can't beat Runt. The first meeting with Runt takes place when you return to the ruined Skalitz (this is done during the first few tasks). Your second encounter with Runt takes place in Pribyslavitz during the main Task Baptism of Fire. This is where you have to beat it.
Runt is the only enemy that must be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, high-quality melee weapons, and an optional bow before starting this quest. During a duel, you should look for chances to block his attacks and use your own combos or shoot him with a bow. A runt can die immediately if shot in the
head. More detailed solutions to the problems listed above and other topics can be found in the FAQ section. Start Guidance Each case focuses on providing a variety of output guidance. Thanks to them, you should be able to learn all the basic rules of the game and survive the first few hours. Other
pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character progress, traveling the game world, meeting with NPCs, managing equipment, or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been put into the FAQ section. There you can learn how to get rich quickly, how to find good weapons and armor
with ease, which skills you need to unlock first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when your character is caught in hot deed or how to effectively sneak into enemy camps. Trophy GuideA chapter dedicated to achievements is another important part. There you will find a complete list of Steam trophies
and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide consists of an atlas of the world, which contains high-resolution maps of the whole world with the most important locations marked on them. RomancesYes, you can romance in Kingdom Come Deliverance. Check out our
romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (quest At Your Service My Lady) and Theresa (Courtship quest). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPCs, sellers, merchants, skill trainers and treasure maps:Treat Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with
symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will receive a reward! All Treasure Maps in Kingdom Come - our map with markings of all treasures, chests and loot in Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes: dogwood hunting bow, fashionable slippers, hunting cap, luck in the bone, nighthawk recipe, The Joy
of Gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: chalices and groschen)Treasure XI (prizes: dogwood of a country bow)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash longbow, basic riding skills IV, , Aqua Vitalis recipe)Treasure XVII (prizes: Dogwood bow, Decorated equestrian shoes, necklace, skill book: book: XVI (Prizes: Ash Hunting
Bow and Hunting Sword)The Guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed guide. There you can find solutions for both the main tasks (divided into acts) and side quests, which you can unlock by talking to the NPC. Their descriptions contain information that can help you run them, what are
your possible rewards for completing a given task, and how to complete them. Many in-game quests are not linear, which is also listed in their descriptions. You can also check the future consequences of your actions. Main QuestsKingdom Come Inthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out
our solution: Side QuestsRattay Quests (Good Thief, Pocketing, Watering, Cook, Bird in Hand, Next to Piety, Hard Love)Uzhitz's Quests (More Powerful Than a Sword, Game with the Devil, the horse that screwed)Talmberg (House of God) Neuhof (Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost in
Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel in Distress)Rovna (Man of Fabric)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers several smaller side quests called actions. Here you can find a guide for several activities in many cities: Rattay Activity
(This As Thieves Woyzeck, Thick As Thieves Peshek, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Ruins, Beggars Feast and Rob Rich, Give the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn on glade (Woman Despised, Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Heavy as Simon Thieves, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of
Shebas Sword)The most important keys for Kingdom Come on PCBelow can be found our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (PC version). For a complete list of controls, see Controls. Move Look around Interact / Pick up an item / Start a conversation /
Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary attack Secondary attack Kick or other special attack Block / Parry Take out a melee weapon Take out a bow Inventory Character menu Quests journal Map Skip time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in Medieval Europe.
Developers place great emphasis on realism. This is reflected in the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and numerous difficulties in keeping the hero alive. Your character can not heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the combat
system, where you can use different types of weapons for melee and ranged combat. Jacek Stranger Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes to this guide. Guide.
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